UV reflectance photography of skin - what are you imaging?
Photography can be a powerful tool for researching the skin. Moving outside the visible spectrum and into the Ultra Violet (UV) presents a unique set of challenges to the skin photographer due to restrictions imposed by the equipment being used. This article discusses these challenges in relation to camera sensitivity, lens and filter transmission and lighting spectrum, with the aim of demystifying what is actually being captured when imaging skin. In addition to a discussion of existing data on the subject of camera sensor sensitivity, filter transmission and flash spectral analysis, transmission in the UV of a variety of camera lenses using a new method has been carried out. Using the described approach, lens transmission between 280nm and 420nm of a range of lenses has been measured. Combining this with camera sensor sensitivity data and filter and light source characteristics it has been possible to determine an overall, harmonized, spectral sensitivity curve for what is being imaged with a given setup. UV reflectance photography while a powerful tool, is often misunderstood and misreported as to what is actually being imaged. By combining measurements on camera sensitivity, lens and filter transmission and light source spectra the researcher can more fully understand what is they are actually measuring, thereby enabling better communication with the consumer on what they are seeing and a more complete description for any claims support.